ReflexClient CRM
ReflexClient CRM is a Customer Relationship Management software integrated and synchronized with VoluPack /
©

VoluPrim to ensure data consistency between your CRM and ERP.
ReflexClient CRM© manages companies, groups, contacts, sales opportunities and actions.
Mobile by nature, ReflexClient CRM© accompanies sales representatives on their travels and syncs automatically
with the server to protect data integrity.
Sales representatives rely on “cubes” to analyse their customer’s estimates, orders and invoices, even while travelling
and without Internet access.

The Agenda
Fully integrated in ReflexClient, the agenda gives you access to all
events added to your CRM solution.
It syncs with your Microsoft Outlook and Google Calendar
agendas.
A simple click brings up detailed information about an event (for
example the time and location of an appointment), and indicators
inform you about the tasks that are due to expire.
The administrator can allow users to access their own agenda as
well as their co-worker's.
The Agenda view includes a panel listing the unscheduled tasks
that users can add to/delete from their calendar with a simple drag
and drop.
The Companies
ReflexClient CRM© helps you manage
 suspects, prospects, customers
 suppliers, partners, competitors
Many categorisation options (atmosphere,
business line, …) assist users in their work.

potential,

Customisable tabs can be added to manage new types of
information which were not initially available.
Notes can be entered as structured text to exchange
information between co-workers.
These notes can include documents (Word, Excel, emails) or
links to documents.
Input assistance is available to enter cities, zip codes and
phone numbers.
Company records give access to optional cubes offering an
analysis of your CRM data for the current company.

The Groups
ReflexClient CRM© supports company groups.
Companies can be accessed instantly and smooth navigation
allows to switch easily between the companies in each group.
A capital ownership graph can be displayed (for subsidiaries).
A single click allows you to display all the contacts attached to
the various companies of the group.
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The Contacts
Contacts are individuals attached to companies or facilities.
Like companies, contact records offer the ability to enter
complementary information and notes.
What is more, the “smart” search function makes it possible
to find a name using spelling approximations or phonetic
spelling (also available for companies).
Search results are sorted by relevance, indicated by bars.

The Notes
Notes are a true medium of communication within your company,
allowing the exchange of information between ReflexClient CRM©
users.
Notes can be entered for companies, groups, contacts and
opportunities.
You can enter notes in a conventional manner or you can drag and
drop or insert attachments (Word or Excel documents, emails),
without any retyping.

The Sales opportunities
Sales opportunities are portfolios of potential business for
sales representatives.
Each sales opportunity includes a number of steps defined
in custom scenarios.
At each sale step, the representative specifies how the total
amount of the business case evolves and estimates the
probability of success.
He also indicates the expected signature horizon.
In the list, this estimate is shown with a graduated scale: the
higher the number of bars, the higher the prospects of
success.

The Appointments
ReflexClient offers a complete management of appointments within
your company.
An appointment entered in ReflexClient will automatically sync with
your desktop agenda and vice versa.
In addition to basic information such as the time and location of
appointments, you can add attachments and link them to sales
opportunities.
You can also send email invitations to attendees. Their answers will
be presented as icons.
You can display appointments as lists or events in your agenda.
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The Tasks
ReflexClient ensures the traceability of actions for sales
representatives and employees.
You can monitor the following tasks: phone calls, postal
mails, fax, emails, appointments, events, misc. tasks.
Each task is assigned with a priority level, a deadline and a
state (to do, in progress, completed, aborted).
Notes offer you the ability to enter observations, visit
reports, …
Tasks can be displayed as lists or as events in your agenda.

The Absences
ReflexClient offers users the opportunity to declare their
absences.
Absences can be managed with public and/or private
designations, the latter being only visible to the user who
declared the absence.
This function allows each user to control the information he
shares with the other users.
Absences are available as lists or as events in your agenda.

The Announcements
Announcements offer a convenient way to communicate
messages to all users, for example to inform about a
customer visit or an upcoming event of technical
maintenance.
Like all events, announcements are can be displayed as
lists as well as events in agendas.

The Intercompany relationships
From a company record, you can see at a glance the
ecosystem of your company:
 Group companies
 Subsidiaries (with percentage of capital ownership)
 The nearby companies (to optimise your travels)
 Your competitors and partners for this company
 This company’s competitors, partners and suppliers
 The surrounding restaurants and hotels
A simple click allows you to navigate between companies.
You can also create your own types of relationship.
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The Custom lists
ReflexClient offer the ability to make fully configurable lists from
companies, opportunities, actions, appointments, tasks,
absences, announcements, notes.
List results can be exported to Microsoft Excel©.
For example, you can extract the data from a department or a
business line to send a mailing to your customers thanks to the
mailing function integrated with Microsoft Word©.
You can create as many mailing lists as you want, and leverage
them for specific events (invitations, price modifications, …).

ReflexClient Cubes module
Integrated with ReflexClient CRM©, ReflexClient Cubes©
modules provide users with key ERP data about invoices, orders,
estimates, opportunities, cost price, purchases, production,
charters, deliveries.
ReflexClient Cubes© allow IT laypersons to build data analysis
and data mining tables in minutes.
This data is synced by a powerful differential engine and made
available for roaming usage. Data remains reachable even when
users are not connected to their enterprise network.
Modularity and security: sales representatives only access the
data relating to their own customers.
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